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Abstract Project success in the automotive industry is

highly influenced by requirements engineering (RE), for

which communication and organisation structure play a

major role, much due to the scale and distribution of these

projects. However, empirical research is scarce on these

aspects of automotive RE and warrants closer examination.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to identify problems

or challenges in automotive RE with respect to communi-

cation and organisation structure. Using a multiple-case

study approach, we collected data via 14 semi-structured

interviews at one car manufacturer and one supplier. We

tested our findings from the case study with a questionnaire

distributed to practitioners in the automotive industry. Our

results indicate that it is difficult but increasingly important

to establish communication channels outside the fixed

organisation structure and that responsibilities are often

unclear. Product knowledge during early requirements

elicitation and context knowledge later on is lacking.

Furthermore, abstraction gaps between requirements on

different abstraction levels leads to inconsistencies. For

academia, we formulate a concrete agenda for future

research. Practitioners can use the findings to broaden their

understanding of how the problems manifest and to

improve their organisations.

Keywords Challenges � Problems � Organisation �
Communication � Automotive � Requirements engineering

1 Introduction

In order to successfully manage the rapid increase in

software size and complexity in the embedded systems

domain [20], requirements need to be communicated and

coordinated [8]. This need arises in particular as an

organisation is broken down into independent pieces [35],

i.e., for large companies which are common in this domain.

Within the area of embedded systems, the automotive

industry has specific characteristics that distinguish it from

other areas [37]. First, vehicles are used under greatly

varying conditions, e.g. imposed by different laws in dif-

ferent countries, different skill levels and behaviour of

drivers or variations within different cars of the same

model. Secondly, demands on compatibility of subsystems

are high, as components are reused across vehicle models.

In particular, this means that vehicle projects rarely start

from scratch but rather evolve existing specifications.

Thirdly, automotive projects follow a unique design flow

with multi-tiered suppliers [16]. Finally, the high degree of

safety critical functions and the large production volume

greatly influence the costs of errors made during develop-

ment [37], making automotive projects highly cost
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sensitive [16]. All these characteristics need to be consid-

ered during RE, which distinguishes automotive RE from

RE in other areas of software or systems engineering.

While there exist several qualitative studies investigat-

ing communication and coordination challenges in RE (e.g.

[18, 26]), it is unclear whether and with which frequence

these challenges surface in automotive systems engineer-

ing, and how relevant they are. Additionally, it is unclear

how practitioners consider to address existing challenges

and whether these approaches overlap with the existing

literature. Therefore, our aim is to determine what issues

and solution approaches in automotive RE exist with

respect to communication and organisation structure, and

to relate them to existing software engineering research. In

this paper, we refer to the organisation structure as the

logical relations or the ‘‘decision rule connections’’

between people in an organisation [5]. Communication

refers to the exchange of information between individuals

in an organisation or between organisations. Communica-

tion can be both formal, when it follows the organisation

structure, and informal, when it does not follow it [2]. As

such, communication is a part of organisation structure

(when formal), but informal communication is not. In the

course of this paper, we aim at answering the following two

research questions:

– RQ1: What are current problems or challenges in

automotive RE with respect to organisation structure

and communication?

– RQ2: Which approaches are proposed by practitioners

in order to address these problems in the future?

RQ1 aims at providing indications as to which problems in

automotive RE are relevant and need to be addressed with

respect to organisation structure and communication. RQ2

aims at providing a picture of what practitioners are con-

sidering as possible solution approaches and what directly

related work suggests.

In order to answer these questions, we conducted a case

study at one automotive car manufacturer (OEM-original

equipment manufacturer) and one automotive supplier. The

data were collected through 14 semi-structured interviews

with 15 interviewees. Of these, 8 worked in embedded

software engineering, 3 in systems engineering and 3 in

application software engineering. Systems engineering

refers to ‘‘an interdisciplinary approach and means to

enable the realisation of successful systems’’ [29]. In

automotive engineering, it comprises mechanical engi-

neering, electrical engineering and software engineering.

Embedded software engineering refers to software engi-

neering within the context of automotive systems. That is,

it can be seen as a part of systems engineering. With

application software engineering, we refer to the area of

software engineering that is targeted at developing

automotive software applications running on standard

computer systems, outside the systems engineering area.

That is, while all interviewees worked in the automotive

domain, they had different constraints and could together

offer a more complete picture.

We found seven problems/challenges related to organi-

sation structure and communication:

– P1: Lack of product knowledge: the lack of sufficient

knowledge about the product in early stages;

– P2: Lack of context knowledge: the lack of context

information regarding requirements on low levels of

abstraction;

– P3: Unconnected abstraction levels: a mismatch

between requirements on different abstraction levels;

– P4: Insufficient communication and feedback channels:

lacking communication with other people within or

across the organisation;

– P5: Lack of common interdisciplinary understanding:

the lack of common understanding across multiple

disciplines;

– P6: Unclear responsibilities and borders: the lack of

clear and communicated responsibilities between dif-

ferent parts of the organisation; and

– P7: Insufficient resources for understanding and main-

taining requirements: to lack enough resources in early

phases to get an understanding of the needs and to

maintain requirements later on.

We further tested these through a questionnaire with 31

practitioners from the automotive industry. The question-

naire confirms that these problems/challenges occur fre-

quently in practice and need to be addressed in the future.

The found problems are overlapping to some extent with

other problems identified in the related literature, e.g. in

[9, 31], which strengthens the external validity of the body

of knowledge in the area. Furthermore, this means that

existing work on solving problems in related work could be

transferred to and reused in the automotive context.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

Sect. 2, we discuss how this paper aligns with related

publications in the areas of large-scale, market-driven and

automotive RE. The methodologies of the case study and

the validation questionnaire are discussed in terms of data

collection and analysis in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we discuss the

two case companies and how the studied units handle RE.

The problems/challenges are presented and discussed in

Sect. 5. For each problem/challenge, we provide a detailed

description of what the characteristics of each problem are

and how it surfaced in the case companies. Additionally,

we discuss how each problem is covered in the related

literature and whether or not our data or the literature

provides suggestions on how to address it. The study’s

validity in terms of construct validity, internal validity,
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external validity and reliability is discussed in Sect. 6. The

paper is concluded in Sect. 7 with an account of the find-

ings and an agenda for future research.

2 Related work

Several publications in the area of automotive software

development state that RE is one of the largest problems in

this domain. For example, Broy states that a suitable RE is

‘‘one of the biggest challenges in automotive software

engineering’’ [15]. Braun et al. [13] report that inappro-

priate RE is a fundamental challenge in the automotive

industry and that engineering staff involved in RE mostly

proceeds in an ad hoc manner. Pretschner et al. [39] pre-

sent a list of research challenges for automotive software

engineering, in which the first two items refer to RE. These

three publications give an overview of automotive RE, but

they lack empirical support.

While the previously mentioned papers describe auto-

motive software development in general, there is work

addressing automotive RE in particular, e.g.

[27, 28, 42, 45]. Based on their process improvement

efforts at DaimlerChrysler, Houdek and Pohl report that RE

activities are closely connected and intertwined [28].

However, the authors do not name specific problems/

challenges with respect to RE. Weber and Weisbrod

summarise their process improvement efforts at Daim-

lerChrysler [45]. They report that textual requirements

alone are insufficient for handling the complexity in auto-

motive RE. Heumesser and Houdek list a number of factors

which play an important role during RE, e.g. the inclusion

of external suppliers, the high number of involved stake-

holders and late changes in requirements [27]. Sikora et al.

investigate RE in the embedded systems domain in a case

study with 17 interviewees, of which 4 are from the auto-

motive domain [42]. They report on the current state in use

of natural language, support for high system complexity,

quality assurance of requirements, transition between

requirements and architecture and the relation between RE

and safety engineering. These four papers show why

automotive RE is complex and how it can differ from RE in

pure software projects, but they do not present specific

problems/challenges with respect to communication and

organisation structure.

We are aware of two publications within the last

10 years which present specific problems/challenges in

automotive RE based on empirical data. Almefelt et al. [1]

report that requirements are often incomplete or conflict-

ing. Furthermore, the authors report that it is challenging to

overview specifications due to their large size and com-

plexity, and that following up requirements fulfilment is

often more complex than eliciting them. The authors give

recommendations on how to alleviate these problems/

challenges, e.g. by eliciting a cross-system specification

which summarises the most important requirements or

eliciting requirements early in the process, but taking into

account future changes. The problems/challenges are

reported as a small part of the overall paper which focuses

on describing requirements management in practice.

Investigating the interface between product development

and manufacturing in the automotive industry, Pernstål

et al. also report problems related to RE [38]. For example,

they report specific problems such as unclear requirements

in early phases of a project or the complexity of commu-

nicating requirements to suppliers.

Outside of the automotive domain, there are several

publications which report RE challenges with respect to

organisation and communication, e.g. in large-scale RE [8]

and market-driven RE [31]. In market-driven RE, Karlsson

et al. [31] report challenges such as the bridging of com-

munication gaps between marketing and developers. The

same problems could apply in the automotive domain, as

the development there is mainly market-driven. Similarly,

automotive RE fits into the category of large-scale RE.

Therefore, the communication gaps in large-scale RE

presented by Bjarnason et al. [8] are relevant in the context

of our paper. The authors state that the causes for these

gaps are the complexity of the product, the size of the

organisation, the low understanding of RE-related roles and

an unclear vision of the overall goals. In [7], gaps between

requirements engineering and later software development

are further investigated in a systematic mapping study and

13 distances between RE and development are presented.

These distances can exist between people, e.g. geographi-

cal or sociocultural distribution, or between artefacts, e.g.

between requirements and design specifications. As the

authors’ findings are not specific to any domain, it is

unclear how they apply in automotive RE. Bjarnason

et al. [9] report challenges in aligning requirements with

verification activities, based on a case study at six com-

panies. Among these companies, one is placed in the

automotive domain. The authors present 16 alignment

challenges, of which some are directly concerned with RE,

e.g. defining complete requirements or coordinating

requirements on different abstraction levels. Curtis

et al. [18] report in their results from an early field study

that three high-level problems in software development are

‘‘(1) the thin spread of application domain knowledge (2)

fluctuating and conflicting requirements (3) communication

and coordination breakdowns’’. In particular, the authors

report that problems are typically related to people and not

to the tools they are using. In the area of information

systems, Hansen and Lyytinen [26] report interpersonal

challenges in RE, some of which are related to the prob-

lems we found in the automotive domain. Additionally, the
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authors define a framework for RE challenges which we

will revisit in Sect. 5 for a categorisation of our problems.

In summary, the literature originating from the auto-

motive domain lacks empirical data, does not identify

specific problems/challenges for RE or does not focus on

challenges covering the aspects of communication and

organisation structure. While studies presenting such

problems exist in the wide scope of RE, e.g. in large-scale

and market-driven RE, it is unknown whether these prob-

lems fully apply in the automotive domain. Furthermore,

additional problems could arise in the automotive context.

To better understand the situation in this context, this paper

identifies specific problems/challenges in automotive RE

with respect to communication and organisation structure.

This understanding is essential to cope with increases in

complexity and size in future automotive projects.

3 Research methodology

We used a multiple-case study design, following a four-

step process consisting of study design, data collection,

data analysis and reporting. This process is described in

detail in Sects. 3.1 through 3.3.

Using a questionnaire, we tested the results of the case

study. Details on its design and analysis are presented in

Sect. 3.4.

3.1 Study design

The cases under study are two automotive companies,

which we selected from existing research collaborations.

We opted for an OEM and a supplier, referred to as

Company A (OEM) and Company B (supplier), in order to

achieve maximum variation in these two cases. Addition-

ally, we chose the two in order to be able to capture inter-

organisation issues from both the OEM and supplier sides.

These are highly relevant in the automotive domain due to

the large amount of outsourcing [15]. The case companies

are described in detail in Sect. 4.

Our case study is exploratory in nature [40]; hence, it

uses an inductive approach without a specified theory at the

beginning of the study. Instead, we use the related work

presented in Sect. 2 as a theoretical basis for the study.

This is not uncommon for software engineering, as theories

are underdeveloped there [40]. The literature on automo-

tive RE was used as a point of reference to derive the

interview instrument. Additionally, we used our domain

knowledge from existing collaborations with the case

companies in order to find suitable questions.

A case study protocol was elicited, describing the

overall methodology, the interview instrument itself and

further aspects, such as confidentiality and anonymity of

interviewees. The methodology was reviewed by one

researcher not involved in the study and discussed repeat-

edly between the authors of this paper. Similarly, the

interview instrument was iteratively discussed and

improved in several rounds.

3.2 Data collection

We used a semi-structured interview guide for data col-

lection, consisting of 5 demographic questions and 19

questions targeting the research questions. The interview

guide is published at http://grischaliebel.de/data/research/

LTKSL_RE_Prob15.zip. It is important to note that the

study investigated both automotive RE and the use of

modelling in automotive RE. The interview therefore also

contains questions aimed at the use of models. In this

paper, the scope is limited to automotive RE only,

excluding the aspect of modelling in RE. The interview

time ranged between 37 and 72 min.

At Company A, we conducted 8 interviews. Two people

were interviewed together, as one of them had recently

taken over the role of the other. At Company B, we con-

ducted 6 interviews. All interviews were conducted by the

first author of this paper.

We selected the interviewees through a contact person at

each company, based on their own contacts within the

companies. In Company A, we selected 4 requirements

engineers, 3 software engineers and 2 verification engi-

neers, all from the area of embedded software engineering.

The different roles were chosen in order to include inter-

viewees who write requirements and interviewees who

receive requirements. In Company B, we interviewed 3

employees from the systems engineering area and 3

employees from application software engineering. While

the different backgrounds limit the possibility to generalise

our findings to a wider context, we achieve a higher vari-

ation and thus increase internal validity.

A summary of the areas and the interviewees’ work

experience is summarised in Table 1. Work experience

denotes the experience in their respective area at the case

company. Note that interview A5 was conducted with two

interviewees with 3 and 10 years of experience.

All interviews were transcribed verbatim by the first

author. In the transcriptions, nameswere anonymised and the

resulting documents sent out to the interviewees for review.

3.3 Data analysis

The overall data analysis process is depicted in Fig. 1.

The interview data were coded by the first author using

an open-source qualitative analysis tool [46]. We followed

the 8-step coding procedure proposed by Creswell [17], but

used the following list of hierarchical a priori codes.
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1. Current State-of-Practice

2. FutureImprovement

3. Problem

4. Process

(a) Clarification

(b) Communication

(c) Elicitation

(d) Guidance

(e) Inter-Organisational

(f) Intra-Organisational

(g) Measurement

(h) Modelling

(i) Refinement

(j) Requirements Usage

(k) Verification and Validation

5. Requirements

(a) Ambiguity/Understandability

(b) Notation

(c) Level of Abstraction

(d) Quality

(e) Reuse

(f) Tooling

(g) Tracing

(h) Variability

These codes were elicited as keywords from the differ-

ent aspects addressed in the interview guide and related

work, discussed among the authors, and improved based on

the discussion. Furthermore, one interview was coded in a

pilot attempt, after which the code set was revised.

During the coding procedure (Step 1 in Fig. 1), we

applied instances of these 24 codes to the transcriptions,

where each statement was assigned one or many code

instances. Essentially, using this procedure, each statement

made by an interviewee is enhanced with keywords (the

codes). These keywords can then be used to extract only

the statements relevant for data analysis. For example, if an

interviewee talked about how requirements are clarified

within the organisation using use case diagrams, we would

assign the codes Current State-of-Practice, Clarification,

Intra-Organisational and Notation.

After the assignment, we filtered the coded data

according to the following code combinations following

the study’s aim (Step 2 in Fig. 1):

(Problem AND Communication)

OR (Problem AND Inter-Organisational)

OR (Problem AND Intra-Organisational)

That is, all statements which address problems in the

area of communication and organisation (further refined

into inter-organisational and intra-organisational problems)

are extracted from the raw interview data.

This yielded 88 statements from Company A and 66

statements from Company B. The overall set of 154

statements were then abstracted (Step 3 in Fig. 1),

removing concrete examples or company-related explana-

tions. This enabled us to compare statements to each other

and group them into categories (Step 4 in Fig. 1). This

categorisation resulted in 7 major categories, which were

supported by more than one interviewee. The category

descriptions were sent to the interviewees for feedback and

Table 1 Interviewees with

experience in years
Area Interviewees

Embedded software engineering A1(15), A2(4), A3(15), A4(3.5), A5(3, 10), A6(7), A7(10), A8 (\1)

Systems engineering B1(3.5), B2(1.5), B6(4.5)

Application software engineering B3(36), B4(27), B5(4)

Interview

Interview

.

.

.

Coded Interview
.
.
.

Coded Interview

1. Coding

Statement

Statement

Statement

Statement

.

.

.

2. Statement
Extraction

.

.

.

Abs. Statement

Abs. Statement

Abs. Statement

Abs. Statement

3. Statement
Abstraction

Category

Category

.

.

.

4. Categorisation

Fig. 1 Data analysis procedure
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discussed with the contact persons at the case companies.

This process resulted only in smaller changes to the cate-

gory descriptions, but all interviewees and contact persons

agreed that the categories described relevant problems in

practice.

Finally, we compared the categories to similar

descriptions brought up in the related work. From both

interview data and matching issues in related work, we

extracted potential solutions. These are not intended as an

universal means to address each problem, but to outline

different approaches towards a specific solution in

practice.

3.4 Validation survey

After extraction of the seven problems/challenges, we

constructed a questionnaire in order to validate our find-

ings. The questionnaire contained 10 demographic ques-

tions in order to be able to assess potential differences

between survey participants. The questions addressed the

country in which the participants work, the company they

work for, as well as its size and position in the value chain,

their experience in the automotive industry, their current

role, the subdomain in which they work and how they get

into contact with requirements. In order to be able to dis-

tinguish interviewees and other survey participants, we also

asked whether or not participants have been part of the

interviews.

After the demographic part, we asked which key prob-

lems the participants currently face in requirements engi-

neering using an open question. In order to not influence

the participants, we did not mention our focus on com-

munication and the organisation structure until the page

after. Also, this focus was neither mentioned in the intro-

duction text of the survey nor in the invitation email.

Afterwards, we asked participants to rate their agreement to

the following two statements on a five-point Likert scale:

1. Key problems in automotive RE lie in communication.

2. Key problems in automotive RE lie in the organisation

structure.

We provided the definitions for communication and

organisation structure together with this question (as

defined in Sect. 1).

Finally, we provided participants with the definition of

all seven problems/challenges we extracted from the

interview data. For each problem/challenge, we then asked

them to state (a) how often they experience it and (b) to

rate their agreement to the statement that it is indeed a key

problem which needs to be addressed. For (a), participants

had to choose on an ordinal scale with the values Never,

Yearly, Monthly, Weekly, Daily. The agreement in (b) was

rated on a five-point Likert scale.

An initial version of the survey was discussed among the

researchers involved in this paper. After corrections, we

piloted the survey with two additional researchers not

involved in the study and with five practitioners from the

automotive industry. The final version of the questionnaire

is available for download together with the interview guide

(see Sect. 3.2).

The survey was initially made available for a period of

2 months. As it had an overlap with the summer holidays in

several European countries, it was later extended for three

weeks. We distributed the survey to personal contacts at

automotive companies in Europe, North America and Asia

and encouraged them to distribute it further within their

network.

In total, we received 42 answers to the survey. We fil-

tered all participants who did only answer demographic

questions. This left us with 31 surveys for data analysis.

We explain the low amount of answers mainly with the

holiday period and the long time (approximately 20 min) it

took to answer the questionnaire. Several contact persons

stated their engineers did not all speak English well enough

to understand and answer the survey.

4 Case companies

We conducted the presented case study at two case com-

panies. We extracted an overview of the current RE pro-

cesses and practices at both companies from the interview

data. In the following, they are described in more detail.

4.1 Company A

Company A is a global automotive OEM based in Sweden.

In this company, we performed all interviews in a single

department, where a large part of the embedded software

development for vehicles takes place.

Within the studied department, high-level requirements

for each project usually come from product planning,

which is outside of the department. These requirements are

usually user oriented and often vague, which is partially

intentional in order to leave room for creativity during

implementation.

In the department, the high-level requirements are bro-

ken down into smaller parts and assigned to employees

whose functions are affected. The employees break down

the requirements into logical components. These are on a

very detailed level, often close to pseudo-code. The

resulting component specifications are then handed over to

in-house development or used as a contracting document

for external suppliers.

In the department, requirements are generally specified

in natural language text, while pictures of state machines
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are sometimes used for clarification. There is no general

opinion among the interviewees whether natural language

specifications should be replaced by formal or semi-formal

descriptions. Some interviewees stated that producing

formal specifications can lead to accidental designs, while

others were clearly in favour of executable specifications.

As soon as the requirements are broken down, the

department’s test organisation is starting to prepare the

verification activities in parallel with development. This

includes, e.g. to write test cases or prepare models of the

environment for testing purposes. The models and tests are

developed independently of the source code for the actual

software.

The overall vehicle specification is usually kept and

evolved throughout projects. That is, specifications are

modified over multiple projects and not written entirely

from scratch. For storing the specifications, logical and

physical designs and test cases, the department uses a

systems engineering tool. Traceability is good between

everything that is kept within the tool. Everything which is

outside is currently not traced, e.g. the high-level require-

ments from product planning. The tool is currently only

used within the department, while Word and PowerPoint

are common formats for documenting requirements in

other departments as well as for documenting high-level

requirements.

The development currently works in an agile way in

8-week iterations on system level, with shorter sprints on

subsystem and component levels.

Even though there are challenges as in every organisa-

tion, interviewees highlighted that they are, after all, suc-

cessfully producing vehicles. Also, several interviewees

stated that a lot of improvements have taken place over the

last years and that the company is constantly moving for-

ward. For example, there are several pilot and R&D pro-

jects which regularly try out new things, such as

introducing executable requirements specifications, or

quality gates and handshakes throughout the development

process.

4.2 Company B

Company B is an Austria-based automotive supplier

developing powertrain systems, as well as simulation and

test bed systems. The company has both market-driven

projects and customer projects, where the requirements

come directly from an OEM. The process is different for

the two different parts of the company that were studied,

systems engineering and application software engineering.

In systems engineering, the development follows a pro-

cess related to the waterfall model, with smaller differences

between the departments and units. Generally, projects start

with a user requirements specification (URS) coming in from

different sources. TheURS is analysed in the company by the

customer relations unit, and a System Requirements Speci-

fication (SRS) is elicited to meet the URS requirements. The

level of detail and the quality of the received URS vary

depending on the customer. However, the customers gener-

ally already have experience with the products offered by the

company and know their own use cases.

In some parts of systems engineering, SysML is used to

specify requirements and design later on, while other parts

plan to introduce this in the future. There are currently

several piloting efforts in this direction, and the feedback

from parts that introduced SysML is positive. However,

interviewees also stated that natural language for require-

ments remains important as a way to express uncertainty.

In application software engineering, a waterfall process

was followed for a long time. It has recently been replaced

by an agile process following the SAFe framework [41].

The interviewees were positive towards this newly intro-

duced process, as far as they could already judge it. In

particular, the fact that communication had improved sig-

nificantly was mentioned several times. However, it also

means that experiences from this new process are prelim-

inary. Therefore, certain challenges might disappear over

time as people get used to the new process.

An incoming URS is first handled by the customer

relations unit and then handed over to product manage-

ment, if the current product range does not already fulfil the

request. Product management has the task to understand the

problem of the customer, with the help of domain experts

and fit it to the company’s current product range. In par-

ticular, an incoming URS is often covering multiple

products, as the customers only describe their problems and

needs, which do not necessarily adhere to single products.

From the received URS, an SRS is derived, usually toge-

ther with the stakeholders. For customer projects, the SRS

is then used as a contracting document.

Requirements on all levels are written in natural lan-

guage. This is intended to keep the specification effort low.

Initially, the so-called business stories are specified and

then refined or broken down. In the first step, requirements

are broken down into epics. Epics have a customer value

and should be implementable within one release cycle of

6 months. The next level of granularity is the feature,

which should fit into one iteration of 10 weeks. Features are

picked by the development teams, consisting of developers

and the development owner. The teams then take owner-

ship of the features and break them down into user stories,

which can be implemented in a single 2-week sprint. Every

item, including the acceptance criteria, are stored in a JIRA

repository [3] and traced to the other levels. Acceptance

criteria are written by the receiving party for all levels of

granularity. The receiving team only accepts the item if

they understood it.
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Testing is done on multiple levels, but a large part of the

functionality of software modules should already be tested

by the development teams before it is integrated with other

modules. On a system level, there exists a team responsible

for testing the integrated parts. Additionally, outside the

unit, there is a unit focused on testing the entire product

range as a whole.

5 Results and discussion

In the following, we describe each of the seven identified

problems/challenges and discuss them in relation to our

cases. These arose as distinct problems/challenges in the

statement categorisation, as described in Sect. 3.3. We

critically discuss them in relation to similar statements in

related work and list potential solutions that interviewees

and directly related studies brought up. The solutions are

not backed up by empirical data on their effectiveness, but

help to understand better the interviewees’ reasoning about

the problems.

5.1 Identified problems/challenges

The seven identified problems/challenges with respect to

the organisation structure and communication are sum-

marised in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The Area row

depicts the percentage of interviewees who brought up the

problem in the areas of embedded software engineering

(EmbSE), systems engineering (SysEng) and application

software engineering (AppSE). We do not classify the

problems into communication problems and organisation

problems, as the categories overlap and each problem could

potentially be in either category depending on the context.

5.1.1 P1: Lack of product knowledge

Several interviewees in both the embedded software and

the systems engineering area mentioned that it was chal-

lenging to specify requirements in the early phases of a

project. For instance, multiple interviewees in embedded

software engineering stated that people eliciting these

requirements often lack product knowledge. This lack of

experience is often a result of short-term contracts with

consultancies, or of organisation restructuring. Another

reason for a lack of product knowledge is that requirements

come from many different stakeholders, e.g. regulatory

bodies, and differ depending on the country or region in

which the automobile should operate. Furthermore, tech-

nology is getting outdated quickly, which makes it difficult

to know which features the product should have once it is

completed, after several years of development. This lack of

knowledge can lead to vague or unclear requirements.

At Company A, there is little communication or clari-

fication between product planners who elicit the high-level

requirements and the studied department. Hence, unclear

requirements cannot be discussed or refined, and both

product planners and the receivers of high-level require-

ments have to rely on their own domain knowledge. Con-

sequently, many high-level requirements are either obvious

or obsolete, but they are not changed later on. This leads to

a large overhead for verification as the process requires that

all high-level requirements need to be verified.

In the systems engineering area, P1 is mostly related to

the requirements received by customers. The customers

often do not understand their problem and the products

offered by Company B. Hence, they simply state the

solution they would like to receive in the end. Additionally,

there might be a general lack of understanding due to the

novelty of emerging technologies, such as hybrid engines.

Therefore, it is difficult to specify requirements for these

novel products. Lastly, short contracting times can cause

pressure to elicit requirements in a rushed fashion, without

sufficient clarification of the customer’s problems.

Potential solution In the embedded software area, one

interviewee suggested to have executable models to use as

a feedback mechanism and to reach a shared knowledge

with higher levels in the company. An executable model

could be used as a feedback mechanism for sharing

knowledge of the product.

Similarly, interviewees in the systems engineering and in

the application software area mentioned the creation of

Table 2 P1: Lack of product knowledge

Name Lack of product knowledge

Short

description

People eliciting requirements need a large amount of domain knowledge. Additionally, in early phases of a project, a high level

of uncertainty regarding the final product is common. This can lead to vague and unclear, or even obsolete, requirements with

greatly varying quality

Areas

66.67%
SysEngEmbSE

75.0%
AppSE
33.33%

[38,31,8,1]

Related work [1, 9, 31, 38]

Addressed by Handshaking, increased communication, agile processes, customer involvement, cross-functional teams, models
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graphicalmodels as a ‘‘thinking tool’’, to better understand the

system. In this context, one interviewee stated that the use of

models should primarily aim to increase system and problem

understanding, communication and serve as documentation.

Furthermore, the interviewee stated that these models should

not be on a level of detail where they could be used for pur-

poses such as code generation or simulation, due to the effort

required to create andmaintain them. This statement is highly

interesting given that a large amount of the efforts in the

modelling community are aimed at enabling reuse of models

for exactly these purposes. For example, the vision model-

driven engineering aims at transforming abstract models

systematically into a concrete implementation [22].

In the systems engineering area, P1 is mainly addressed

by increasing the amount of communication with the cus-

tomer and internally along the whole development chain.

Similarly, the application software area uses an agile pro-

cess, which favours a large amount of communication

within and across development teams.

The existing literature offers several related problems or

challenges, together with suggestions on how to address them.

Pernstål et al. state that ‘‘ambiguous product requirements from

pre-studies [..] cause difficulties in interpreting and imple-

menting correct functionalities [..]’’ [38]. In their specific con-

text, namely the interface between development and

manufacturing, the authors mention that interviewees expres-

sed difficulties ‘‘in constrainingmanufacturing requirements to

be understandable’’. That is, to express requirements in a way

that is easily understandable by the people receiving the

requirement and, at the same time, in a correct way. As a pos-

sible countermeasure, they refer to Fricker et al.’s [23] proposal

to use handshaking, where product management acts as a

Table 3 P2: Lack of context knowledge

Name Lack of context knowledge

Short

description

Requirements specifications can easily be several hundred pages long. While they can be overlooked to some extent on a higher

level, it is difficult to provide developers or testers on lower levels with enough context information, especially when

development is outsourced. Therefore, when receiving requirements, it is problematic to acquire enough knowledge

regarding the requirements’ context, in order to understand them and the rationale behind them

Areas

0.0%
SysEngEmbSE

37.5%
AppSE
0.0%

Related work [1]

Addressed by Agile processes, increased communication, SRS summaries, linking documentation and requirements, increased traceability

Table 4 P3: Unconnected abstraction levels

Name Unconnected abstraction levels

Short

description

Early in the project, there is a need to document requirements on an abstract level. On the other end, especially because of the

tight coupling to hardware and the highly distributed systems with possibly multiple external suppliers involved, there is a

need to describe requirements on a low level of abstraction, close to pseudo-code. However, it is often unclear how these low-

level requirements have been derived from the requirements on a high abstraction level. This can result in incomplete tracing,

obsolete high-level requirements, or a mismatch between high-level testing and the implementation

Areas

33.33%
SysEngEmbSE

75.0%
AppSE
0.0%

Related work [9, 31]

Addressed by Documented decisions, higher abstraction, cross-functional teams

Table 5 P4: Insufficient communication and feedback channels

Name Insufficient communication and feedback channels

Short

description

With the high complexity of today’s automotive systems, it is not feasible to document every single detail in terms of

requirements. This results in a need to communicate, ideally between different organisation levels and roles. It is however not

an easy task to establish and maintain the right communication and feedback channels within and across organisations

Areas

33.33%
SysEngEmbSE

75.0%
AppSE
0.0%

Related work [31]

Addressed by Agile processes, models, formal reviews, defined language
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customer towards development and has to accept solution

proposals offered by development. This approach would

however impose additional effort on projects, especially when

the process is not aligned, i.e. when receivers of requirements

are still working on other projects while the requirements are

written. Therefore, introducing handshaking could require

large process changes in an organisation.

Similarly, one interviewee in the embedded software

area in our data proposed to change the process from a push

process to a pull process. That is, instead of delivering

requirements, which then need to be processed by the

requirement receivers, they could be requested from the

receivers. This would avoid that time is spent on require-

ments that are not needed later on. However, requirement

receivers might in some cases lack the overall picture and

therefore miss important requirements.

Karlsson et al. [31] mention that writing natural lan-

guage requirements in an understandable way is generally

challenging. The authors state that this problem is not

solvable, and therefore, a discussion will always be needed

in addition to written requirements. That is, the authors

encourage explicit communication regarding individual

requirements. It is unclear whether this is attributable to

natural language only or if it is in fact caused by the lack of

knowledge that needs to be written down. If the former was

the case, semi-formal or formal specification techniques

could be used. However, we believe that the challenge lies

in the uncertainty in early phases. Therefore, discussion

and volatile requirements will always be present in auto-

motive RE.

Defining clear requirements and writing complete

requirements are two challenges mentioned by Bjarnason

et al.’s [9] study on alignment of requirements and verifi-

cation. The authors list a number of practices that can

address these problems, namely customer involvement,

Table 6 P5: Lack of common interdisciplinary understanding

Name Lack of common interdisciplinary understanding

Short

description

In the automotive industry, several disciplines are involved in the development. While there are many connection points and

while there is a clear need for communication and exchange, most disciplines have their own understanding and their own

language. If these languages do not match between disciplines, this can lead to misunderstandings

Areas

66.67%
SysEngEmbSE

12.5%
AppSE
33.33%

Related work [38]

Addressed by Increased training, models, knowledge codification, job rotation

Table 7 P6: Unclear responsibilities and borders

Name Unclear responsibilities and borders

Short

description

Automotive systems are nowadays developed by numerous globally distributed teams with a high staff turnover. These teams

need to communicate and need to be coordinated. Additionally, they are all responsible for a part of the overall system under

development. It is difficult to draw organisation borders between these teams, units, or roles and assign clear responsibilities

to individuals

Areas

100.0%
SysEngEmbSE

62.5%
AppSE
66.67%

Related work [9, 38]

Addressed by Formalised roles, job rotation, cross-role requirements reviews

Table 8 P7: Insufficient resources for understanding and maintaining requirements

Name Insufficient resources for understanding and maintaining requirements

Short

description

Time and money are always pressing factors. Additionally, systems are often built incrementally and built to live for a long

time. However, early project phases, where many of the decisions are taken, are often short. Therefore, it is problematic to get

a sufficient understanding in early project phases and to maintain or even improve the quality of the specifications later on

Areas

33.33%
SysEngEmbSE

25.0%
AppSE
33.33%

Related work [9, 31]

Addressed by None
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having cross-functional teams for requirements specifica-

tion and cross-role requirements reviews.

While the solution proposals from our interviewees and

from the cited related work could cover some aspects of the

challenge, writing requirements for emerging technologies

is inherently more complex. Here, the uncertainty is not

caused by a single person who might lack domain knowl-

edge. Instead, it is a lack of knowledge of how the market

or technology will evolve in the future. These types of

requirements cannot be addressed by involving develop-

ment and/or customers. Therefore, Almefelt et al. [1] rec-

ommend that one should be open to changes in the

requirements even if these are elicited early on. Similarly,

Karlsson et al. [31] name this ‘‘requirements volatility.’’

The authors suggest that the iterative nature of agile pro-

cesses could address this problem/challenge, as only few

requirements are written down at an early stage. However,

it is important to note that agile on a large scale [19] and

especially in regulated environments [21] remains chal-

lenging. As automotive engineering is both large-scale and

regulated, and as it combines software development with

traditional engineering disciplines, agile processes should

not be easy to introduce.

5.1.2 P2: Lack of context knowledge

It is difficult to provide recipients of a requirement enough

background information in order to understand the mean-

ing of and the rationale behind it. Often, this is caused by

the size of the requirements specification and the low level

of detail of single requirements. The level of detail is

however needed to ensure compatibility between subsys-

tems developed by different organisations. When back-

ground information is lacking, it is difficult for engineers to

reason about a requirement, e.g. to choose the most

appropriate way for implementation or to ask for further

clarification.

This problem/challenge is even stronger when require-

ments are exchanged across company borders and parts of

the overall information is not available to subcontractors.

This is often the case when OEMs try to protect their

intellectual property and therefore hold back details.

Several interviewees in the embedded software area

reported this challenge. For instance, some of them only

receive the specification for the functionality or the compo-

nent they are responsible for, but do not receive any infor-

mation on how it should function within its environment.

Iterative development can be one cause of P2, as one of

our interviewees observed. If information is not shared

appropriately, developers might only receive part of the

overall requirements in each iteration and consequently

lack the overall picture.

In the application software and the systems engineering

areas, the problem was not reported by any of the inter-

viewees. The increased communication introduced together

with the agile process could be a reason why the problem

does not arise in the application software area. Further-

more, the lack of subcontractors in this area facilitates

communication, which could be another reason for the

absence of P2.

In contrast to P1, P2 surfaces when the specification

already exists. P1 occurs during requirements elicitation or

specification instead. However, they are closely related and

could possibly be combined into a single problem/

challenge.

Potential solution In-house at Company A (EmbSE), the

problem/challenge is addressed by increasing the amount

of communication with higher levels within the same

department. However, it is often challenging in itself to

find the right person to talk to. That is, increasing com-

munication could be unsuccessful due to P4 (insufficient

communication and feedback channels).

As another way to address the challenge, interviewees in

the embedded software area stated increased traceability

between requirements, especially to higher levels of

abstraction. If a clear trace link is provided to a higher level

of abstraction, it is possible for developers to understand

the context better.

Additionally, one interviewee stated that high-level

function documentation should be provided to developers.

Similarly, one interviewee in the application software area

mentioned that linking the documentation to the require-

ments could be a potential way to improve understanding

on lower abstraction levels. A potential risk we see with

this solution approach is that the documentation could be

equally outdated as the high-level requirements, hence

leading to problems similar to P3 (unconnected abstraction

levels).

Almefelt et al. [1] report a problem close to P2, namely

that it is difficult to give a complete overview of a typical

SRS, due to the large complexity in automotive develop-

ment. The authors therefore recommend to provide cross-

disciplinary specification summaries, containing the most

important requirements.

5.1.3 P3: Unconnected abstraction levels

As mentioned in the description of P1, high-level

requirements are often vague and abstract as not every

detail should be specified early on. On lower levels of the

system hierarchy, requirements are typically very technical

and detailed in order to facilitate system integration. This

level of detail is intentional, as hardware and software are

tightly coupled and as multiple subcontractors are usually
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involved in the development of hardware and software

components. In between the two different abstraction

levels, there is in many cases a gap.

This gap is not problematic as long as the connection

between the levels is clear. However, as high-level require-

ments are vague, it can happen that engineers add details to

the requirements or correct them, without communicating it.

In this case, there are no clear connections between the

requirements on different abstraction levels any longer and

they might be contradicting in the worst case.

Interviewees in the application software area did not

report this problem/challenge. This might be attributed to

the fact that the agile process they introduced forces teams

to define acceptance criteria for each requirement they

receive from higher levels. If they cannot define these, the

owners of the higher-level requirements are forced to

clarify them and make changes, if needed. This process

forces engineers to break down requirements in a defined

way with no gaps in between, as each level has to be

testable and clarified.

Potential solution The interviewees in the embedded soft-

ware area disagreed on how a solution to this problem

should look like. Some stated that the low level of

abstraction for component-level requirements should be

removed and requirements should instead be formulated on

a higher abstraction level. Others, especially people

working with software development on that low level,

stated that the low abstraction level is needed. In particular,

they stated that previous projects, which started on a higher

abstraction level, encountered issues during the integration

of several components. Instead of a higher abstraction, they

proposed that developers should work with verification and

requirements engineers in cross-functional teams. This

cooperation could then increase communication, and low-

level textual requirements could be replaced with exe-

cutable models on a higher level.

In the literature, Bjarnason et al. [9] mention that it is

problematic to coordinate requirements on different

abstraction levels. To address this challenge, the authors

recommend to document decision rationales, i.e. why and

how a requirement was broken down to a more detailed

level. In the embedded case, this would address only part of

the issue, i.e. it would become clear which details are

added along the way by the engineers. However, it would

not address corrections made by engineers on lower levels,

as high-level requirements would still be faulty and the

mismatch would remain. Also, it is interesting to note that

our interviewees suggested measures which increase

communication, whereas Bjarnason et al. propose an

increased amount of specification.

We are not aware of any further related work explicitly

addressing this particular issue. However, how to break

down or refine requirements is a common topic in software

processes and in RE in particular.

5.1.4 P4: Insufficient communication and feedback

channels

In all three studied areas, the need for communication and

feedback was mentioned as an important aspect of RE and

while using requirements later on in development and

verification. This need arises as the complexity of products

and organisations in the automotive industry is typically

too high in order to document every aspect in written form.

The evolving nature of requirements in the automotive

industry complicates this further, as the original authors of

the requirements might have moved to other projects, or

even left the company.

In the embedded software engineering area, intervie-

wees stated that there are not always specific contact per-

sons, or they are unknown, for parts of the system. This is

strongly related to staff turnover, as responsibilities can

change quickly.

The interviewees also brought up that there is currently

no interaction with higher levels outside the department.

That is, requirements coming from these levels cannot be

clarified or changed.

Finally, interviewees stated that feedback loops with

suppliers are difficult to establish and maintain. For

instance, due to contracts between the OEM and the sup-

pliers, changes or clarifications in the requirements have to

be handled officially through change requests. This hinders

more informal communication between the two parties to

take place.

Most interviewees in both areas at Company B did not

report P4 as an issue, but instead mentioned that commu-

nication is one of the main important aspects to tackle

complexity and ambiguous requirements.

Potential solution In application software engineering, the

problem/challenge occured before the change to agile

development. This change leads to increased communica-

tion among developers and with customers, instead of

formal documents, and thus solved the problem according

to the interviewees. In contrast, the systems engineering

area uses a strict processes with formal requirements

reviews in order to make feedback and communication

explicit. These two contrasting approaches reflect well the

bandwidth in the automotive domain and that it is not

always possible to find a common solution. While appli-

cation software engineering is facing short development

cycles and often no strict requirements on safety criticality,

the studied parts of systems engineering have long-running

projects with high standards on safety criticality for control

software.
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In the embedded software area, several interviewees sta-

ted that the situation improved considerably over the last

years, as communication channels were increasingly estab-

lished between different parts of the department. That is, they

chose to establish fixed communication channels crossing

organisation borders, through which requirements changes

are discussed as a means of formal communication.

Karlsson et al. [31] mention the communication

between the marketing and the development departments.

In their case, the departments did not communicate suffi-

ciently and had different views on how requirements

should be written. This lack of communication resulted in a

large overhead for specification. The authors list as a

possible solution to establish a common defined language

for exchange and discussion [31], similar to the suggestion

to introduce models in order to address P1. However, it is

questionable how a common language would address the

conflicting opinions on what a good requirement consti-

tutes or how they should be written.

A solution which was neither mentioned by the inter-

viewees nor related work on requirements challenges are

collaborative workshops or tools. For example, Gottesdi-

ener proposes to organise requirements workshops to get

requirements right from the beginning [24]. Similarly,

Kylmäkoski proposes authoring workshops for documen-

tation [32]. However, in the case of the automotive

industry, the evolutionary nature of requirements would

have to be taken into account. This would ask for repeated

workshops for requirements clarification instead of just for

authoring or elicitation. Leaving the idea of pure work-

shops, integrated collaboration mechanisms in tools [43],

or the creation of cross-team communities of practice [30]

also target improved communication.

5.1.5 P5: Lack of common interdisciplinary understanding

Several interviewees reported communication between the

multiple disciplines involved in the development as chal-

lenging, dominantly in the systems engineering area at

Company B. While the disciplines often have common

grounds, such as common terms, all speak their own lan-

guage and the same term can have entirely different mean-

ings in two disciplines. Furthermore, the sheer amount of

different stakeholders, such as regulatory bodies in different

countries, or multi-tiered suppliers complicates this situa-

tion. Avoiding misunderstandings is therefore difficult.

Within the application software area, this challenge was

reported in context of the task to understand a customer’s

requirements. In many cases, customers come from a dis-

cipline different than software engineering, which com-

plicates communication and mutual understanding.

As an additional aspect of this problem, one interviewee

mentioned the challenge of fitting RE into an organisation,

i.e. perform RE in a cross-organisational, interdisciplinary

function. The different disciplines are often separated by

organisation borders and have different views of the sys-

tem, e.g. the production and functional view. However,

system requirements often span several disciplines and

views. While this can be a rather straightforward task for a

company that develops software only, multiple disciplines

often have their own units within the company, and

therefore, RE can be heavily distributed as well.

Potential solution The interviewees in the systems engi-

neering area mentioned that they plan to introduce model-

based systems engineering using SysML as a modelling

language. That is, introducing models to describe func-

tionality, including for requirements. Using UML profiles,

the language could be adapted to the company’s vocabu-

lary and define fixed language concepts which are then

used across disciplines. As stated for P1, the requirements

models are mainly intended as a ‘‘thinking tool’’, not a

detailed model which can be used for other purposes, such

as simulation. Therefore, it is important that all stake-

holders can understand the model in the same way.

Additionally, interviewees mentioned that offering suf-

ficient training and building up employees who are able to

communicate across disciplines is currently in their focus.

This solution proposal is highly interesting for research, as

it raises the issue of cross-disciplinary curricula. Not only

are future engineers required to have detailed knowledge of

one discipline, they also need to communicate effectively

across disciplines.

Multiple disciplines are often used to motivate the diffi-

culty of automotive engineering in general, e.g. in [37].

However, P5 is only mentioned specifically as a challenge in

Pernstål et al.’s study [38], as an example for the more

general issue of knowledge development throughout the

organisation. The authors state that there is a lack of under-

standing for hardware and software development outside the

developing units. As potential solutions, the authors name

knowledge codification and job rotation. In knowledge

codification, gathered knowledge is explicitly documented,

e.g. through experience factories [6]. This clearly requires

substantial effort and might not be suitable for communica-

tion across disciplines or organisation boundaries [4]. In job

rotation, employees change role in order to increase their

understanding of the organisation. Similarly to knowledge

codification, it is unclear whether this would work across

disciplines, as the knowledge required in different disci-

plines will prevent most employees from rotating.

5.1.6 P6: Unclear responsibilities and borders

Due to their size and dynamicism, it can become difficult to

draw clear borders and define responsibilities in large

organisations. This can have several effects, such as rivalry
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between teams with overlapping functionality or neglection

of tasks if no one is feeling responsible for them. Also, the

large amount of multi-tiered suppliers and dependencies

among them makes interaction between organisations

challenging. In contrast to P4, this problem/challenge

addresses the defined organisation structure, not the

emerging communication between different subjects.

In all three areas, this issue was brought up by multiple

interviewees. In the embedded software area, e.g. inter-

viewees stated that it is not always clear which require-

ments are tested by which part of the test organisation.

Several interviewees in the application software area

mentioned multiple systems with similar functionality that

exist in the company. Here, instead of benefiting from each

other’s knowledge, rivalry can ensue between the different

groups.

Potential solution In the literature, Pernstål et al. [38] state

P6, but in a different context. They report that there are

‘‘unclear definitions and allocations of roles and responsi-

bilities and difficulties in understanding who is account-

able for what’’ between product development and

manufacturing. The authors suggest a formalisation of

roles, following Vandevelde and Van Dierdonck [44]. In

the context of P6, this could address unclarities. However,

ensuing rivalries between organisation units would have to

be dealt with separately.

Bjarnason et al. [9] name the challenge of aligning goals

and perspectives within an organisation. The authors state

that this can complicate coordination and communication

among different units in the organisation. This challenge

can be related to P6, as responsibilities and organisation

borders should be aligned with the (sub-)goals in an

organisation. The authors suggest several ways to address

the challenge, e.g. job rotation or cross-role requirements

reviews.

Additionally, one of the contact persons suggested to

increase the understanding of the process and the roles

within an organisation. This could lead to employees who

are more willing to solve existing problems, even if they

are not formally responsible. However, increasing the

understanding would also increase cost. Therefore, it has to

be compared against the potential benefit of this step.

5.1.7 P7: Insufficient resources for understanding

and maintaining requirements

Insufficient resources are a fundamental challenge in most

businesses. In our study, the problem/challenge was

brought up by two interviewees in the embedded software

area with respect to the existing requirements base. In their

case, the requirements specification is not rewritten for

every project but instead constantly evolving. However,

there is no budget specifically allocated to review existing

requirements. Therefore, there is a lack of resources to

improve the quality of existing requirements. While several

interviewees expressed that older requirements did not

have sufficient quality, they could not change this either.

Interestingly, this issue is directly related to the matrix

structure in many organisations. As requirements span

across products or projects, they would have to be main-

tained and improved outside of specific car projects.

However, there is no budget allocated for such projects.

Potential solution Among our interviewees, no one

offered a potential solution to P7. This is potentially related

to the fact that the problem/challenge is related to the

matrix structure of the organisation. Therefore, it should be

solved on a managerial level and not within the actual

product development.

In the related work, Karlsson et al. [31] state that a lack

of resources for RE is problematic. While the authors

report that RE is underestimated in terms of costs and

therefore often lacking resources, they do not mention the

maintenance of requirements. However, this task could

take up an even larger part of the resources than the actual

requirements elicitation. The authors do not offer concrete

solution proposals for this lack of resources.

Bjarnason et al. [9] report the challenge of keeping

requirements updated. This challenge is addressing the

evolution of the requirements, but not general quality

improvements in requirements. However, their proposed

solutions, e.g. involving testing in change management, do

not address the challenge in terms of a lack of resources.

5.2 Problem/challenge context

Each problem/challenge was brought up in a certain

operational context within our data. Problems/challenges

P1, P2, P3 and P5 can be related to specific phases in the

project context. Lack of product knowledge (P1) and

common interdisciplinary understanding (P5) were only

brought up in the context of the early project phases.

Similarly, a lack of context knowledge (P2) was stated to

occur in the low-level details and in combination with

outsourced development. Unconnected abstraction levels

(P3) occur from the high-level requirements on product-

level down to logical components on system level. While

these four problems/challenges could be relevant in other

project phases, our interviewees only reported them as

stated in the descriptions.

The other three problems/challenges were brought up

with respect to different situations throughout the whole

project life cycle. This makes them cross-cutting, which

means they should be addressed in a general way irre-

spective of the project phases.

Also, the problems/challenges are not isolated, but can

be caused by one another or cause other issues when
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occurring together. For example, interviewees in the sys-

tems engineering area stated that when misunderstandings

are common because of P5, communication channels are

difficult to maintain (P4). Additionally, as high costs are

associated with intensive communication across organisa-

tion borders, insufficient resources (P7) can cause insuffi-

cient communication (P4) and a lack of product knowledge

(P1). Furthermore, when high-level requirements are not

appropriate, due to a lack of product knowledge (P1), and

when they are not discussed or improved due to a lack of

communication (P4), abstraction levels can become

unconnected (P3).

While we do not have support for further relationships

between the problems/challenges, some of them seem

logical. For instance, having insufficient resources (P7) can

be seen as a root cause which can potentially lead to any of

the other problems/challenges. That this problem is inher-

ently complex might also be depicted by the fact that there

was no potential solution offered by neither the data nor the

related literature.

While many of the interviewees recalled situations from

projects, the problems are not necessary related to a single

project. For instance, having insufficient resources (P7) is

possibly related to the matrix structure in many organisa-

tions, as discussed in the problem description. These

problems are not related to the development process and

therefore also relevant if the process changes, e.g. when

transitioning from a traditional waterfall-like process to

agile methods or continuous delivery.

Additionally to the company or project context, we tried

to classify the problems retroactively according to three

different schemes/models proposed by Bjarnason et al.

[10], Hansen and Lyytinen [26], and Curtis et al. [18]. As

the interviews or the validation survey was not designed

with these models in mind, this classification can only be

discussed on a high, subjective level with the intention to

assess the suitability of the models in our context. Bjar-

nason et al. [10] propose a model of eight distances,

namely geographical, organisational, psychological, cog-

nitive, adherence, semantic, navigational, and temporal

distance. We consider this model here as it is inspired by

[7], which is part of the work directly related to our con-

tribution. Several of these distances are clearly relevant for

our findings. For example, based on our interview data it

seems likely that P1, lack of product knowledge, is caused

by an organisational gap (no contact between product

planning and studied department in Company A), a cog-

nitive gap (competence levels not sufficient for eliciting

product requirements), and a temporal gap (people who

elicit high-level requirements have already moved to the

next project once problems arise). While we do not see any

occurence of psychological, adherence, and navigational

gaps in our data, it is likely that we would encounter them

if we would investigate the problems in more detail or with

further companies/interviewees. Hence, using the Theory

of Distance by Bjarnason et al. [10] to systematically

address and reduce the identified gaps could indeed reduce

the effect of our found problems.

Hansen and Lyytinen [26] group requirements challenges

observed in information systems projects into individual

cognitive challenges, interpersonal challenges, and com-

plexity-based challenges. Additionally, they argue that these

three levels are hierarchical, i.e. that interpersonal challenges

are ‘‘largely premised’’ by individual cognitive challenges

and complexity-based challenges are similarly premised by

both individual and interpersonal challenges. We observe

that only few of our problems can clearly be sorted into only

one of these categories. For example, P6, unclear responsi-

bilities and borders, seems to fit mainly into the category of

complexity-based challenges, as it is tightly coupled with the

formal organisation structure and existing role descriptions.

However, a lack of informal communication across organi-

sation borders can contribute a large part to this problem in

practice, which would make it more of a interpersonal or

even individual challenge. P1, lack of product knowledge, is

an extreme example, as it fits all three categories depending

on the context. If a single requirements engineer is lacking

the necessary domain knowledge, P1 becomes an individual

challenge. However, the problem could also be related to a

lack of communication skills in the team eliciting require-

ments or, as in the case of Company A, a lack of communi-

cation between product planning and developers. Apart from

this lack of fit of our problems to the challenge categories

proposed by Hansen and Lyytinen [26], the interrelation

between these categories is not always evident in our prob-

lems either. For example, it is difficult to see how P7,

insufficient resources for understanding and maintaining

requirements, is related to interpersonal or even individual

challenges. Primarily, it has to do with how the organisation

is structured, how projects are organised, and how the budget

is allocated to these. We attribute this mismatch to the two

aspects of communication and organisation structure inclu-

ded in our problems. While communication aspects seem to

fit well with Hansen and Lyytinen’s model, the organisation

aspect does not fit their hierarchy in the same way.

In contrast to Hansen and Lyytinen’s model, the layered

behavioural model used in [18] allows us to discuss each

problem on multiple layers, without having to sort it into a

fixed and exclusive category. For example, P1, lack of

product knowledge, has important aspects on individual

layer (individual lack of product knowledge), on project

layer (lack of discussion and clarification between different

teams or development phases) and on company layer

(knowledge sharing across projects).

In summary, the problems we found are multi-layered

and cannot be sorted into single categories. For example,
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P2: Lack of context knowledge could be caused by a lack

of defined structure and roles in the organisation, which

would make it an organisation problem. The same problem

could however also be caused by a lack of informal com-

munication between departments (or companies), which

would make it a pure communication problem. Therefore,

the problems have to be discussed on several layers which

both address the communication and the organisation

structure. Using the eight gaps described in [10] seems

suitable and should be further investigated when addressing

the problems in practice.

5.3 Validation survey

In the following, we discuss the outcomes of the survey

performed to evaluate the outcome of our case study, i.e. to

test whether the found problems occur and are relevant in

other companies in the automotive domain. The demo-

graphic data of the survey participants are discussed in

Sect. 5.3.1. In Sect. 5.3.2, we present the answers to the

topic questions and discuss them in relation to the case

study outcomes.

5.3.1 Participant demography

Of the 31 survey participants, 26 work for large companies

(at least 250 employees) and 2 for small- or medium-sized

companies. Three participants chose to not answer this

question.

The survey participants are mainly based in Sweden (23

answers). The remaining 8 participants stated that they

work in Germany (3 answers), Austria (2 answers), China

(1 answer), or chose not to answer the question (2 partic-

ipants). Within the Swedish sample, the participants named

5 different employing companies. However, 13 of the 23

Swedish participants left the employer blank.

The majority of participants (17) work for OEMs, with

10 participants working for first-tier suppliers, 2 for sec-

ond-tier suppliers and 2 for consultancy companies. The

participants work in diverse subdomains of the automotive

industry, with a large part (16) working within infotain-

ment. The overall distribution is depicted in Fig. 2. Par-

ticipants who answered ‘‘other’’ mentioned subdomains

such as electric propulsion, energy management, or

human–machine interfaces.

The participants in our sample perform a wide range of

tasks in their daily work. Requirements specification is

leading with 15 answers, with Design Definition, Archi-

tecture Specification and Testing following with 9 answers

each. The entire range is depicted in Fig. 3. Note that

multiple answers were allowed in this question. The

mentioned tasks for the ‘‘other’’ category are methodology

development, interaction design and functional owner.

In our sample, we cover both people who write

requirements and who receive requirements, with the

exchange of requirements both happening within and

across organisations. Additionally, one participant stated

that he/she is defining how to write good requirements and

another participant stated that he/she is working with

requirements management. The result for this question is

depicted in Fig. 4, with multiple answers possible per

participant.

Five participants stated that they were interviewed in the

course of the case study presented in this paper. While this

has to be kept in mind when analysing the questionnaire

data, these participants constitute only a small percentage

of the overall participants.

Overall, the large amount of participants from Sweden

and the absence of participants from North America limit

the generalisability of the survey. We were however able to

cover a wide range of different roles and subdomains

within the automotive domain. Additionally, our sample

contains both participants working for OEMs and for

suppliers. Therefore, we capture a wide variety of tasks and

roles in the automotive domain, which improves the

validity of the study. This is also shown by the different

ways participants get into contact with requirements (see

Fig. 4). Finally, the survey data are only used to evaluate

the findings of our case study with data from a larger

sample and not to make general conclusions or elicit

entirely new problems/challenges in automotive require-

ments engineering.

5.3.2 Problem/challenge evaluation

After the demographic questions, we asked the participants

to state key problems they experience in requirements
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engineering. We explicitly also encouraged the participants

to include the use of requirements later on in the devel-

opment process, e.g. during testing, as not all participants

worked directly in requirements engineering. Apart from

the five participants who were interviewed for the case

study and were aware of the outcomes of it, the survey

participants did not know our results at this point in time.

This was done intentionally to not bias them towards our

extracted problems/challenges or the area of organisation

or communication challenges in general. The named

problems are diverse, without any visible patterns among

the different participants. The participants name classical

RE challenges, such as formulating requirements on the

appropriate level of detail, writing verifiable requirements,

or understanding the rationales behind requirements spec-

ified by the customer(s). Additionally, problems which are

more related to the interface between OEMs, and suppliers

are mentioned, e.g. a lack of specification of interfaces

between ECUs supplied by different suppliers, or the

overhead of handling change requests only through official

channels between supplier and OEM.

On the next questionnaire page, we started focusing on

the specific topic of communication and organisation

structure. We asked participants to rate their agreement to

the statements that key problems in automotive RE lie

(a) in communication and (b) in the organisation structure.

Additionally, the participants were supplied with our def-

initions of communication and organisation structure, as

defined in Sect. 1 (organisation structure as the ‘‘decision

rule connections’’ between people in an organisation and

communication as the exchange of information between

individuals in an organisation). We asked this question in

order to see whether the focus area of this paper is indeed

of importance in the automotive domain.

The results are depicted in Fig. 5 for communication

and in Fig. 6 for organisation structure, grouped by all
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participants, participants working for OEMs and partici-

pants working for suppliers. We do not visualise the results

for the two participants who work for consultancies, due to

the small sample size. The green bars to the right depict the

percentage of participants who agreed (light green) and

strongly agreed (dark green) to the question. The percent-

age number on the right shows the sum of the two agree-

ment percentages. The light red bar on the left depicts the

percentage of participants who disagreed. No participant

strongly disagreed with any of the statements. The grey bar

in the middle depicts the amount of participants who chose

the neutral option. Two participants answered that they do

not know the answer for the communication aspect and

three participants answered ‘‘I don’t know’’ for the

organisation structure aspect. The majority agrees with

both statements. This indicates that our initial impression,

that these two aspects play a crucial role in automotive

requirements engineering, is supported by the participants.

For this question, there are no significant differences

between answers of participants working for OEMs and

those working for suppliers (Mann–Whitney U test, p �
0:96 for the communication aspect, p � 0:87 for the

organisation structure aspect).

Finally, for each of the seven problems/challenges, we

asked how often the participants experience each and

whether they think that the named problem is a key prob-

lem that needs to be addressed.

The answers to the first question (experience frequency)

are depicted in Fig. 7. For all seven problems/challenges,

10 or more participants answered that they experience the

respective problem/challenge weekly or daily. For P1, lack

of product knowledge, it is even the majority (16) of all

participants who experience this problem/challenge weekly

or daily.

The answers to the second question (problems need to

be addressed) are depicted in Fig. 8, sorted by the per-

centage of participants who agree or strongly agree with

the statements. Generally, most participants agree that the

named problems need to be addressed. Only for P5, lack of

interdisciplinary understanding, less than the majority

agrees or strongly agrees to the statement.

In order to find possible solutions, we looked at the free-

text answers of participants who disagreed with the state-

ments. For P7, one participant argued that instead of

spending more resources, fewer people and better pro-

cesses are needed. This indicates that instead of adding

resources, as the problem title suggests, P7 could be

addressed by making the processes slimmer. However, it is

unclear what a ‘‘better’’ process is in the participant’s

opinion.

For P4, two participants reported that fixed processes

were established in order to improve the communication

between OEM and supplier, e.g. by mirroring the organi-

sation on the supplier side. While this could address the

problem, one of the participants stated that it causes a large

overhead.

For none of the seven problems, there were any signif-

icant differences between the answers of participants

Response Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
agree

7% 72%21%

Supplier

100 50 0 50 100
Percentage

Key problems in automotive Requirements Engineering lie in communication

All Participants

OEM
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Fig. 5 Communication key

problems in automotive

requirements engineering
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working for OEMs and for suppliers. That is, they are

recognised regardless of the position in the value chain.

Overall, the survey confirms that all problems or chal-

lenges we extracted from our interview data are relevant

and occur regularly in practice. Furthermore, there are no

significant differences of answers given by participants

working for OEMs and those working for suppliers, indi-

cating that the problems are relevant at all positions in the

value chain. Only five of the 31 survey participants were

interviewed as a part of the case study, and at least seven

additional companies are represented in the survey data.

The large amount of participants working in infotainment

could be explained by a potential selection bias. However,

it could also indicate that infotainment is facing more

challenges/problems in RE than other areas, thus triggering

more interest to participate in a survey studying these

problems.

6 Validity threats

We applied several measures in order to reduce the threats

to validate in this paper as much as possible, for instance

Triangulation, Member Checking and Prolonged Involve-

ment [17]. In the following, we describe the threats and our

countermeasures following the categorisation by Runeson

et al. into Construct Validity, Internal Validity, External

Validity and Reliability [40].

6.1 Construct validity

Construct validity describes whether the constructs used in

the study, e.g. terms and definitions, are interpreted in the

same way by the researchers, the interviewees and other

people involved in the study. Additionally, it describes

whether interviewees were biased by the presence of one or

multiple researchers or whether the questions were asked in

a way that suggested a certain answer.

The interview guide was designed by the first author and

discussed with the second author, and one additional

researcher not involved in the planning. We tried to reduce

ambiguities with respect to terms and definitions as much

as possible, e.g. by adding definitions to the interview

guide. Furthermore, the interview questions were reviewed

and refined to ensure clarity and, additionally, in order to

eliminate suggestive questions. Similarly, the validation

questionnaire was reviewed by four researchers and four

practitioners, and definitions of the two focus areas of

communication and organisation structure were given to

survey participants.

Both the first and the second authors have a prolonged

involvement of at least one year with both case companies.

Therefore, there were already non-disclosure agreements in

place, forming a basis for mutual trust between the

involved parties.

While the interviewees were selected by one contact

person at each company, they participated on a voluntary

basis. They were granted anonymity and the option to

review their transcribed interview before it was shared or

discussed with the contact persons (Member checking).

6.2 Internal validity

When causal relations are analysed, internal validity

reflects whether all of them have been examined or whether

there are further, unknown, factors which might affect the

outcome. As with every qualitative study, especially when

the context is a large organisation, it is impossible to study

all contextual factors. However, we used a number of

measures in order to ensure internal validity.

We used data Triangulation throughout the data col-

lection and data analysis, using only statements expressed

by multiple interviewees. At Company A, we interviewed

multiple roles and multiple people in each role in order to

get a cross-cutting picture of the problems. While we did

not have multiple interviewees for each role in Company

B, we still used data triangulation in order to extract

common problems.

The recently changed process in the application software

engineering area of Company B is a threat to validity as

well, as observed challenges/problems might be related to

this process change. By using triangulation across the dif-

ferent areas, we address this threat. However, we might

also have missed challenges/problems that could appear

once the process has matured. This should be investigated

in a follow-up study.

In order to ensure continuity in the data collection

process, all interviews were conducted by the first author

using the same interview guide. However, due to the semi-

structured nature of the interviews, different follow-up

questions were asked depending on the context.

Selection threats cannot be ruled out as one contact

person at each company contacted potential interviewees.

To address this, participation was voluntary and invitations

were sent to a larger sample of potential interviewees.

Similarly, the survey suffers from potential selection

threats as it was sent out to our own contacts in the auto-

motive domain. To limit this threat, we encouraged our

contacts to further distribute the survey to their contacts

and additionally contacted researchers with established

networks outside our automotive contacts.

6.3 External validity

External validity concerns to which degree the results of

the study can be generalised to a broader context. The
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external validity of case studies is generally low and by

studying only two cases, and we could hardly claim that the

presented problems are general to the automotive domain

or even a wider context. As a way to increase this low

external validity, we conducted the validation survey.

While the survey participants mostly work in Europe, we

reached a much larger variety in terms of roles and com-

panies than in the case study alone. The fact that the

majority of the participants experiences the stated problems

regularly and recognises them as relevant problems indi-

cates that our findings are to some extent generalisable.

Furthermore, we believe that the results should be gener-

alisable to areas that resemble the automotive domain in

terms of constraints and scope. That is, heavily regulated

systems engineering domains, such as aerospace or rail-

way, or domains that have a strong division of value cre-

ation between OEMs and a chain of suppliers should face

similar challenges in their software engineering efforts.

6.4 Reliability

Reliability describes to which extent the outcomes of a

study are dependent on the researchers who conducted it,

i.e. if someone else would arrive at the same conclusions

when replicating the study.

With respect to the case study design, we aimed at

reducing reliability threats as much as possible by

reviewing the design and the interview instrument. Simi-

larly, we discussed the code set used for analysis of the

interview data among the three first authors.

The interviews were transcribed word by word by the

first author in order to avoid subjective judgment. When it

comes to the abstraction and categorisation of the coded

statements, a certain degree of subjectivity is however

unavoidable. We tried to address this by discussing the

resulting analysis with our contact persons at both com-

panies and by comparing the resulting problems to existing

problems in the literature. Furthermore, we conducted the

validation survey to evaluate whether our categorisation

leads to problems that can be recognised by practitioners.

However, we can not completely rule out the subjective

element in our analysis.

7 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we presented the results of a case study at two

companies, one original equipment manufacturer (OEM)

and one supplier, within the automotive domain. We

studied their current challenges in requirements engineer-

ing (RE) with respect to organisation structure and com-

munication by collecting data through 14 interviews with

people from the areas of embedded software engineering,

systems engineering and application software engineering.

We extracted seven key challenges, thus answering our first

research question, What are current problems or chal-

lenges in automotive RE with respect to organisation

structure and communication? We tested them using an

online questionnaire with 31 participants, mainly from

European OEMs and suppliers.

Related problems/challenges have been reported in

previous publications, e.g. [8, 31] with regard to large-scale

and market-driven RE. However, we are the first to report

specific RE problems/challenges with respect to commu-

nication and organisation structure in the automotive

domain, where specific characteristics such as a large

supplier network, or varying laws in different countries

need to be considered. Additionally, the conclusions of our

interviewees for how the problems should be addressed

differ from the literature in other domains.

In order to answer the second research question, Which

approaches are proposed by practitioners in order to

address these problems in the future?, we extracted

potential solutions to the problems from our data and the

studied related work. Within these solutions, we see two

seemingly contradicting trends. These are (a) the trend to

shift towards agile processes, including aspects like cus-

tomer involvement and handshakes and (b) the trend

towards stricter processes using formal reviews, models

and increased tracing. To some extent, these different

trends could arise due to the different areas which we

studied. That is, introducing agile processes could be easier

within areas that are purely or mainly focusing on software

engineering than in areas such as systems engineering,

where stricter processes might be advantageous or even

imposed by standards. However, we see that even in those

latter areas, several practitioners are advocating a change

towards agile processes. An alternative explanation could

be that the increase in agile processes necessitates stricter

processes on other organisation levels in order to cope with

the increased levels of informal communication and

interaction. That is, the two trends could in fact comple-

ment each other. This explanation bears similarities to the

discussion in the area of codified and tacit knowledge in

knowledge management. Here, it is typically argued that

both codified and tacit knowledge are important in organ-

isations [36] and that cultural and social aspects are of high

relevance [12, 14, 25, 34]. Generally, the area of knowl-

edge management should be considered for a more sys-

tematic investigation of solution approaches to our found

problems. For this purpose, several systematic literature

reviews exist both within software engineering, e.g. [11],

and outside of software engineering, e.g. [36].

For academia, our findings open up several opportunities

for future research. First, our case study could be extended

by further cases in the automotive domain in order to get a
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deeper understanding of the found issues. In particular, the

data gathered at Company B should be followed up, as

parts of the company had introduced an agile process

shortly before the interviews. This change seems to have

solved some problems with requirements or requirements-

related knowledge, e.g. misalignment of requirements and

tests. However, interviewees also voiced concern that the

lack of documentation in agile development might raise

new challenges in the future. Secondly, future studies could

try to extend the list of possible solutions to each problem

and investigate in which concrete situations they are indeed

solutions. Based on the found problems and the proposed

solutions, we see the following needs which should guide

academic research on automotive RE in the future. First,

we see the need for a process that allows for sufficient

levels of uncertainty during early RE. While ideally

requirements engineers could have enough product

knowledge of a company’s product range, emerging tech-

nologies make uncertainty in automotive RE unavoidable.

Uncertainty is not a new concept in RE and in project

management, but it is becoming more and more important

due to the increasing speed of technological change.

Automotive RE needs to support this and manage uncer-

tainty in a way that it becomes shared knowledge

throughout the entire automotive value chain. Secondly, we

see the need for an organisation structure that effectively

supports interdisciplinary RE, taking into account the

central role of software. As software starts to play an ever

more important role and grows in terms of scale and

complexity, structuring an organisation based on manu-

facturing has to be questioned. Furthermore, as require-

ments can easily span multiple disciplines in automotive

RE, it is not enough to specify them separately for each

discipline. It is not only essential that multiple disciplines

are involved, but also that the organisation structure sup-

ports this and does not artificially separate the disciplines

into their own units or departments. This also includes an

active support of formal and informal communication

between the involved disciplines. Thirdly, we see a need

for concepts and an organisation structure that allow for

and support managing ‘requirements debt’. In automotive

systems engineering, projects build on parts which are

developed in previous projects, e.g. an existing require-

ments based or the electrical vehicle architecture. Addi-

tionally, with paradigms such as continuous delivery

playing an increasingly important role, classical projects

could be replaced by a continuous development effort. As

long as there is no budget for maintaining and improving

existing requirements, technical debt [33] for requirements,

i.e. ‘‘requirements debt’’, will be accumulated and never

paid off. While structured ways to write requirements could

help avoiding this kind of debt, e.g. by using requirements

patterns or models, requirements are in many cases already

existing and often reused. Therefore, it is important to

investigate how to manage and to improve legacy

requirements that are not written in such a way. Future

research should therefore investigate how this debt can be

managed and paid off, so that requirements quality does

not deteriorate slowly. All three needs are not focused on

software development alone. Therefore, they have to be

addressed in an interdisciplinary context, considering

existing research from areas such as project management or

organisation theory.

For the automotive industry, the descriptions of the

found issues can serve as an aid to understand under which

circumstances they can occur. Additionally, the outlined

solutions could support organisations to evaluate multiple

viable options in process and organisation improvement

attempts. The formulated needs can guide their improve-

ment efforts in specific directions.
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